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ZXX. Geotnetrzvozl Solmtions sf thrge cele 
rated XJ?ronomxcaI ProAlems, by the late 
Dre He£]-ry Pcmberton, F: R. S. Con- 
snicated by- Matthcw llaper, Ewf 
z A. & 

t-E M M Ax 

SuNe4> '0 form z trtangAe witb two gtque7e 
77 fdes, t.bvt Zhe reRangle under the 

fine- of tbe vggle cotzmed ty the fwo 
gz*q:en Ades, aad: t&- Sngent of the mgle oppog^ts 
to tbe l.effier f the grutn Aldes, XpalZ be the grevte3! 
that cun- be. 

Let [Ti43. Xll. lEDigo [z] the two- gtven fides be 
$qual to ^]3 and AW: roursd the center A, with 
the interval A C, defcribe the cs!rcle C D , and 
produce B A to E ; take E F a mean- proportiorlal 
betwecn BE and BC, and creEt the perpendiculat* 
F Ct, and complete the triangle A G B. 

Here the fine of BAG is to the radtuss as FG to 
A-G; and the tangent of ABG to the radius, as F G 
to F13: therefore, the redcanglee ullder the firlc of 
B A<G and the tangent of A B G is to ti lhuare of 
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C435 1 
the radills, as the- fquare c)f FG, oi the red?cangle 
EF*C, to the rehangla under AG (or AC) and FB,. 
But, E B belng to B F as BF to BC, by converf1otls 
E B is to E F as B F to F C, and alfo, by taking the 
difference of the antecedents and of the congequents, 
EFistotwiceAFasBFtoFC; andtwiceAFB 
is eqtlal to E F C 

Nowj let the triangle B AI! be formed, where 
tlle angIe BAH is greater than B A G. Here, the 
perpelldicular H I being drawn, the redangle under 
the filne of B A H and the tangent of A B H will be 
to the Square of the radius, as the reEtangle E I C to 
the reEtangle under AC IB. Btlt 1F is to FB 
as 2AFI to 2AFJB} or ESC; and 2AFI 
is greater thaxl AFq-A 1?; aISo AFf-AIs to- 
gether witll E 1? C, is equal to E I C ; thereforeX by 
compof1tion, the ratio of I B to BF is greater than 
tl1at of E I C to E SC; and thes ratio of AC x I B 
to A C x F B greater than that of E IC to E FC: 
alfo, by permutationX tlle ratio of ACxlB to EIC 
greater tlaan tho ratto of }v C x F B to E F C. But 
the firft of tlleSe ratlos is the fame vitll that of the 
fquare of tlle radials to the ledangle under the fil)e of 
B A H and tl1e tangent of A BES; and the latter is 
the fame WIth that of the Square of tlle ralius to the 
re2angle under the Isne of 13 A G and tile tangenl; 
of A2G; thcrefore, tle latter of thefe two reEtangles 
is gleater tllala th-e other. 

Again, let tlle triangle BAK be fortneela witll the 
augle BAK lefs than BAG, and ttle perpendicular 
K L be dravz n. Then tEwe redangle under the fine of 
BAR and the tangent of ABIC ls to the lAuare of 
tlle radius, as tlle Square of KL to the IeEtanb,lc under 

likk Z AC'^ 
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AC, BL. Here, FL being to FB as AFLtc>- 
sAFB or EFC and 2AFL leSsthan ALf-AFfp 
by conver6ton, the ratio of LB to FB will be greate 
than the ratio of E LC to E FC ; thqrefore, as be- 
fore, the reAangle- under the fine of BAG and the 
tangent of ABG is greater than that under the fine 
of BAK and the tangent of ABK. 

t O R O L L A R Y I. 

BF is equal to the tangent of the circle from the 
point B, therefore, BF is the tangents and AB ehe 
Secant, to the radius AC, of the angle, whofe cofi1ne 
ls to the radius as AC to A B. Therefore, A F is 
the tangent, to the fatne radius, of half the comple- 
nzent of that angle; a-nd A F is alfo ti coEme o£ 
the ang!e BAG to this radius. 

C O R O LF 2* 

The line of the angle compoSed of the complt 
ment of kSxB, and twlce the complement of ABGF 
is equal to three times trhe fine of the complenlent 
of AGB . Let falE the perpen(Kcular AH (Fig. 2-.)t 

catting the cirele in I ;- co}3tinue G FS to K, and draw 

A W. Then B Fs _ E B C G B L. Therefore,, 

G B: B F: :: B F: B 1L, and} the triangZles GB F, 
i'BL are fimilar. Canfequently 1PL is perpendi- 
cular to Gl3, atqd parallel to AH} whence G-H 
being equal ta EILS GM is equal to M1R, and 
M K equal eo three tstnes G M. 

Now, the ars I K-S I C- + G I; and the angle 
IAK-al>AC + GAI; alfo GM is to 1gt ais 

the 
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tlie flne of the arc GI to the line of the arc IKw 
tbatis, asthefine of the angle GAI to the fire 
of the angle IAK. Thernfore, the fine of the 
angle I A K (: sIAC + GAI) is equal to three 
times the fine of tile angle G Al; but GA I is the 
COmP1emenS Of AGBB and IAC: the COmPIement Of 
ABG. 

COROL. 3. 
If (Fig. 3.) any line BN be drawn to divide the 

angle ABG, and AN be joined, alSo AO be drawn 
perpendicular to BN, and crontinued to the circle 
in P, the fine of the angle compofed of NAP 
and 2PAC will be- lefs than three times the fine <3f 
the angle NAPv Draw NQR perpendicular tcx 
AB, cutting AP in S; join AR, and drarr QT 
perpendicuJar to BN, and pa-rallel to A O; then 
B(t- NBT. Bllt SQL is greater than the reEt- 
angle EB C, tha$ is, greater than the rebngle 
NB\T, under the two Segments of the lilie BN 
drawn from B, to cut the circle in N and V 
t}erefore, TB is greater than VB and 1!IQ greater 
than O T. Confequ-ently N-*S is greater than Si Q. 
lHence R S ls lefs tharl three times N S ; arld there_ 
fiore7 the fine of the artgle PA*R ( NAP+2PAC) 
is leX than three times thc fine of NAP. 

PR OB LE M 
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PROBLEM I 
to fnd in tDe ecliptic tbe pcinf of longell aJvce?Jion 

A N A L Y S I S 

Let (Fig. 4*) ABC be tlle eqtlator, ADC tl-e 
ecliptic, BD tlle fi1tllation of the horison9 when D 
is the point of longeR afcenfio1l. Let EFG be an- 
otller f1tuation of the horizon. Then the ratio of 
tlle fione of E B to the f1ne of F D is compounded of 
the ratio of the fine of B-G to the fine of CkD, and 
of the ratio of -the fine of AE to the fine of A ]? ; 
but the angles B and E btitlg equalX the arcs E (:;, 
G B together make a Semicircle; and, by the ap- 
pioach of EG towards GB, the tlltimate magnitude 
of BG will be a quadrants and the ultimateLratio of 
EB to F D svill be compounc3ed of the ratio of the 
radius to the fine of D(; (that isX the coilne of BD) 
and of the ratio of the fine of A B to the Iine of AI)+ 
Dravr the arc D-H perpend-icular to APv Then, in the 
triangle EB I3ES, the radtus is to the cotine cf B D, as 
thetangentofthe angle BDH tothecotaIlgentofHBD. 
Al6o, in the triangle BI)A, tlze fine of AB is to the 
fine of AD as the fine of the anglc BD-A (or BDC) 
to the fine of A B D; therefore, the ultimate ratio 
of BE to DF is compounded Qii tlle ratio of the 
tangellt of B D 1A to the cotangent of A B D, and 
cf tile ratio of the fine of BI)C to the fitze of 
AI3D; which two ratios compounci that of the 
redlangle under the tangent of BDH alad the fine c:f 
B D C to the reEtangle under the cotangent and the 
file of the given angle A B D 

But 4 
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But, wEien D is the point of longeR aScenfion, the 

Tatiz3 of B E to D F is the greateR that can be; h there- 
bre, then the ratio of the redrangle under the tangent 
of B D H and the fIne of B D C to the glven re&- 
zngle under the cotangent and f1ne of the given angle 
AB-D mu-be the greateR that can be; and corle-- 
quently, the redangle under the tangerat of B D IX, 
and ehe flne of B1)C, muSt be the greateS that 
can be. 

Ih the triangle BDAt, thetfine of BDH istto the 
*t.e of H DA, as the cofine of A-BD to the cofine of 
BAD. Now, in the preceding lemmas lee the angle 
BAG of the ttiangle AGB be equal to the fpherica3L 
angle- BDC: then will the futn of the angles AB6 
ACIB be egual to the Epherica] angle SDA. And, 
if AG in the triangle AGB, be to AB as the cofme 
of the fipherical angle- DBA to the cofine of DAB, 
that is, as t}ie fine of JE9DH to the fine of fIDA, 
ths angle ABG, in the triangleX svill be equal to the 
fpherical- angle B D H ; and the angle A GB, in the 
triangle, equal to the fpherical angle HDA. There 
f-ore- by the firk coro-llary of the-lemma, tlzat the 
redtangle under the tangent of the fpherical angle 
BDH and the fine of BD-C be the greateft that 
can be, the cofine of BDC muR be equal to the 
rangent of half the c¢rnplement of tlae angle- whcJfe 
coflne is to the radius) .as AG tcz AB, in the triangleX 
or as the cofine of the fpherical angle ABD to the 
cofine of ttwe Epherical angle BADo 

If; I K be the fituation -of the horizonX when the 
blRitial point is aicending, in the cltladrantal tr+ange 

A1K, the coGne of KIC is to the r2dius as t! je c 
ne of IK;A (-DBA) to th: coine of I^A^K * T llereX 

. 
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$xore} Mthe cifine of Bl:)C when D is the point of 
longeR aScenfion, is equal to the tangent of half the 
somplement of the angRe, which the ecliptic makes 
with the horizon, wheIl the folItitial point is afcend- 
*-ing 

But, the filne of the angle conlpoSed of DAB, and 
twice ABD, muR be lefs than three times the fine 
of tlie angle BAD. In the fipherical triangle ABD, 
theangles BAD, ABD together exceed eheex- 
ternal angle B D C. T erefore, -in tlle third corolZ 
lary of tbe lemma, let the angle BAN be equal to 
-the fum of the fpherical angles B AD, A B D : but 
here, A 1!; is to A B as the cofine of the fpherical 
angle ABD to the coflne of BAD; and AN is alSo 
to A B as the fine of A B N to the fine of A N B, 
that is, as the sofine of B A P to the cofine of -NA P; 
confequently, Ence the angle B A N is equal to the 
fum of the fpherical alagles B A D, ABD, the angle 
N AP -is equal to the Mpherical angle B A D, and the 
angle-BA? equal to the fpherical angle ABD; but 
tlle fine of the angle compoSed of N AP and ewice 
PAB is lefsthanthreetimes tlle 6ne of NAPs 
therefore, the fine of the angle compoW¢d of the 
fpherical angle B A D and z A B D will be leEs than 
three times the fine of ehe angle B A D ; otherwife 
no ftlch triangle DBAb as is here required, can take 
place but the poinst A will be the point of longeR 
aScenfion. 

If the fine of the angle A be greater than one 
third of the radius, the point A e:an never be the 
point of longeR aIcelfion; bue when the fine cf this 
angle] is leEs, the angle compounded of BA D and 
tsvice A -B D, may b: greater or lefs tlz-an a quadrant-; 

and 



and therefore, the magni$tlcle of the angle ABD, 
that A be the pOillt of longzR aScenflon, is confined 
within two limitss of rhich the double of one added 
to: the angle A, as rnacTl exceeds a quadrant, as the 
doultle of the other ad(led to t}lat angle falls aort of 
it; therefore, double the fuln of thofe two angles, 
together with twice A, makes a Semicircle; and the 
f1ngle leum of thofe two angles added to A makes a 
quadrant. 

P R O B L E M II. 
Co And when the arc of the erliptic difers moJ? frow iS 

obligue afcenf on 

A N A L Y S I S . 

If (Fig. S ) I3 D be the fituation of the horison, 
when C D differs moR frotn C B, as before, the ul 
tinate ratio of B E to DF will be compounded of 
the ratio of the radivts to the flne of DG (or the co- 
fille of DB) and of the ratio of the f1ne of CB to the 
fine cf C D : but, when C D diSers moIl from C B, 
B-E and D F are ultirnately equal; therefore, then 
the cof1ne of B D is to the radius as the fone of C B 
to the fne of C D. 

Draw the arc CHI of a great circle, that DH 
he equal to D B ; then, B H being double B D, half 
the fine of 13H is tothe f1ne of BD or DEI, as 
the coflne of B D to the radius ; therefol e, half the 
fine of Bi is to the Elne f;if Dhr as the I1ne of C]3 
to the fine of C L) ; but the f ;z-;^ (>f the anble B C H is 
to the fine of B IS as the flne of ahe angle C H B to the 

Ato, LXII. L 1 1 fine 
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lEneof CI3; vrhence, by equalitr, halfthe fine of 
B CH is to the flne of DH as the fine vf CHB to 
the fine of C:D: but as tlze f1ne t3f CIl EJ to the fl1ze 
of CD3 foX in tlae triangle CIID, is tlle fine of DCH 
to the fine of HD: cozieqently, the flne of DCH 
is equal to half tlae filne of BCH. Hence, the dif- 
felence of the anglAs BCH, DCH being given, 
thofe angles are gisren, and thn arc C H 1 is given by 
poztlon 

l\4oreoverX in the triangle BC]H the baCe BH 
being biXetted by the alC C D) the flne of the angle 
CtI D is to the fine of the given angle CBD) as 
the fine of the gives angle H C D to the fine of the 
given angle BCD; thereforeg the angle CHB i5 

givell ) in fv much9 that in the triangle C B H a11 the 
- ang es are glven. 

The fum of tlle f1nes of the angles B C I-IX D (: H 
is to the difference of their fines) as the tangent of half; 
the furn of thoSe angles to the tangent of half their 
difference; therefore, the tangewt of half the funz of 
BClLl$ DCH is three titnes the tangent of llalf 
l3CD 

1t1 (Fige 6@) the iSoSceles triangle A B C, let the 
angle B A C be equal to the fpherical angle B C D, 
atzd lct AE be perpendicular to BC; alfo, CF being 
taken equal to C B) join A F: then E F is equal to 
three times E B; and as E F to E B, fo is the tan 
gent of the angle E A F to the tangent of E A B X 
lJut EAB is equal to half tlae fpherical angle 13CDo 
therefoleX the angle ES F is equal to half the fual of 
the rphe^ical angles BC Dg B C H ; and conSequentlyF 
t3sze an;le C A Fa equal tc) the fpherical angle D C Hb 
Elere, A F is to C F as the fine-of the angle A C F 

to- 
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to the fine of CAF; and CB is to A B as the fine 
of the angle B A C to the fine of A C B: therefore, 
(:F being- equal to CB, and the fine of ACF to the 
fine of ACB) by equality, AS is to AB as the fine of 
the angle B A C to the fine of C A F, that is, as the 
fine of the fipherical angle B C D to tlle fine of the 
fpherical angle D C H. 

Let (Fig 7t) the triangle A G B have the angle 
A B G equal to the hpherical angle C B D, and the 
f1de A & equal to A F. Then, A G is to A B as 
the fine of the fpherical angle B C D to the flne of 
the Epherical angle DCH, that iss as the fine of 
the fpherical angle CB H to the fine of the fipherical 
angle- CHB: but AG is to AB alfo as the flne of the 
angle ABG to the filne of AGB; therefores the 
angle AB () being equal to the Epherical angle 
CBH, the angle AGB is equal to the rpherical 
angle CHB: and moreovera when the angle ABCk 
is greater than ABF, that is, when the Epherical 
angle C B H is greater than the conlplement of half 
B C D, the three angles A B G, A G B and B A C 
together exceed two right. 

Hence, (Fig. 8*) towards the equinodial point C:, 
where the angle C B D is obtuSe, a {ituation of the 
horixon, as BD, may always be found, wherein 
CV more--exceeds CB thaninanyotherfituation: 
and when the acute angle DBA is greater than the 
complement of half :t3CD, another f1tuatiorl of the 
horizon, as KLM, may be found, toward the other 
equinoEtial point A) wherein the arc of the ecliptic 
C-E vvill be leSs than the arc of the equator, and 
their slifference be greater than in any other fituation. 
But, if the angle DBA be tlOt greater than the com 
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plement of half BCD, the arc of the ecliptic, bew 
tween C and the horizon, will never be leS! than the 
arc of the equator, between the rame point C and the 
. * 

norlzon. 

In the tro rltuations of the horizoll, the angles 
CHB and KMA are equal. 

5 C H O L I U M I * 

To find the point in the ecliptic, where tle arc 
of the ecliptic moI} excewds the rigilt aCcenfion, 
is a known problem: that point ise where the 
corlac of the declination is a nzean proportional 
bettweon theZ radius and the coElne of the greatefl; 
declination 

In tlze preceding figure, fupporrlg the angle CBD to 
be rightX tllen, becauSe when CD mo(t exceeds CB, 
the coilne of B D is ta the radius as the r1lte of CB to- 
the fine of 6: iD, and, in the triarlgle C B D, the fi1ne 
of C B is to the fine of CD as tlae I1ne of the angle 
CIJB to the radius alfo tl:e flnP of CDB is to 
the radius as the cofine of BCD to the ccfine of 
ZD; therefore, thecoXineofBD is tothe radius 
as the cofirle of the angle BCD to the cof1nt of 
the fime 13 D, and the cofine of B D is a mean pro- 
portional between the radius and the coSine of 
13 C D. 

Sc HOL IU M 2 

In any givet] declination of tlle Sun, to fin&- 
svhen the asnzuth moll exceeds the angle which 
nueafures the time from noorz>; is a problem ana- 
l<;ous to the precedingO 

Drf 



P ROB L EM III. 
the tropic found, by Dr. Halley's wethod $, qw«thout 

aszy con2ervan of * the parabsla. 

The obirvations are fiuppoSed to give the prow 
portions be.vtreen tlle differellces of the fines of tlzzee 
declinatitns of the Sun near the tropic; but the f1ne 
of the Su's place is in a gisren proportion to the fine 
of the declization; tlaerefore, the fanle obiervations 
give equally the proportion between tbe differences 
of the fines of the Sun's place, in each obServation. 

Now (Fig. 9.), let ACE be the ecliptic, AE its 
diameter between 5 and , and-its center F; let 
B, C, D be three places of the Sun; BG, CI, 
DH the fines of thofe places reEpedrively. Draw 
C K, B L parallel to A E, which may meet H I), 
iD N and M Then, by the obSelvations, the ratio 
of DM to DN is given. Therefores if BD be 
drawn to meet Il L in 0, tlle ratio of B-D- to O D 
is given ; and the ratio of B D to D C is alSo given, 
they being the chords of the given angles B F D> 
C F D: hence the ratio of C D to D 0, in the tri-: 
angle C D 0, ls given; and conSequently, the angle 
COD will be given: which angle is the diRance 
of tlle tropic from the middle point of the ecliptic 
between 13 and D: for, FPIt beillg perpendicular 
to 0 C, and F Q S perpendicular to D ED, the angle 
QFP is eq;ual to Q_)P, the points 0, P, Q F 
being in a clrcle. 

* Vide Philofiaphical Tranfactions, No IS. 

T Xl@E 
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T E-I E C A L c U L A T I O N. 

DEt : I) M l 
[ 2BE:t) :1: ;CFD J :: rad, : t. Z 3G 
rad.: t. t sG cs 45° :: te + B E2C: t. c 9 2 D O 
If pG > 45° t C O D > I::) C; O 

And 
if% t 45, t COI) < DCO 

If the irltervals betsreen the obServat1ons are fio 
ftlwall, that tlle f1nes differ not nluch from the arches, 
tlle arches B (:8, C D may be counted in time) and 
t}le cwalculation tnay be abbreviated thtls: 
DlNl : DN :: arc. ED: Z (for DO) 
DC+Z : sDC :: X BC : SPv 

or7 

DLMXDC+DNxSD:DMXDC:: s BC:SR 

XXXI. 04 
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